Bicyclist Safety Bill
Yes, it’s true: the Bicyclist Safety Bill is law after eight years
and four legislative sessions. What it does: requires police
training on bicycle law and dangerous behavior by bicyclists and
motorists; explains how a motorist should safely pass a bicycle;
explains how a motorist should safely make a turn in front of a
bicycle; makes “dooring” (opening a car door into the path of
  
          
bicyclists to ride two abreast when it does not impede cars from
passing; and adds legal protections for bicyclists who choose to
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Map Methodology
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from more than 200 cyclists.
Cyclists assigned suitability ratings to segments based on
whether they felt a given road was appropriate for cyclists of
all levels, or only for more experienced cyclists. Their subjective
opinions take into account factors such as vehicle speed,
pavement quality, road width, etc.
To objectify this data, we took a weighted average of their
recommendations, collected and added feedback from local cycling
groups, and visited all the roadways ourselves before assigning a
                 
map, therefore, represent a consensus opinion.
We understand that individuals may disagree with the ratings.
To update the map for the 2013 Third Edition, we collected
feedback from more than 200 cyclists and updated our roads
to show new facilities. We added much more information
about routes and bike facilities in surrounding cities, including
Cambridge, Somerville, Brookline, Newton and Milton. Please
note that the suitability ratings for neighboring municipalities
are based on Boston’s methodology and are not endorsed nor
promoted by other municipalities.

Massachusetts Law
States That Bicycles
Are Vehicles
    bikes
and the law:
Bicycles are considered vehicles, and therefore they
belong on the road.
Bicycles must stop at all stop signs and red lights, ride
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Front and rear lights are required if riding after dark.
$          
be for safety.
Bicycles may only ride on sidewalks outside of business
districts, unless otherwise prohibited. Riding in the road is
recommended.
Within the State of Massachusetts, a cyclist’s
rights allow:
Riding on any public road, street, or bikeway in the
Commonwealth, except limited access or express state
 
      
been posted.
Riding on sidewalks outside business districts, unless
local laws prohibit sidewalk riding.
Using either hand to signal stops and turns.
Passing cars on the right.

BikeShops (Boston)
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Adis Bike World
231 Grove St., West Roxbury
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2 Ashmont Cycles
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Back Bay Bicycles
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4 Bikes Not Bombs
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5 Codman Cycle Company
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7 Eastern Mountain Sports
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88 Ferris Wheels Bike Shop
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9 Federico’s Bike Shop
126 Emerson St., South Boston
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10 Giant Cycling World
11 Kilmarnock St., Boston
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11 International Bicycle Center
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12 Landry’s Bicycles
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13 MyBike
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14 REI
401 Park Dr., Boston
15 Revolution Bicycle Repair
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16 Superb Bicycle
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17 Urban AdvenTours
103 Atlantic Ave., Boston
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BikeShops (Greater Boston)
18 ACE Wheelworks
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19 ATA Cycles
1773 Mass Ave., Cambridge
20 Belmont Wheelworks
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21 Bicycle Exchange
2067 Mass Ave., Cambridge
v Broadway Bicycle School
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23 Cambridge Bicycle
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24 Hub Bicycle
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25 Paramount Bicycle
104 Bristol Rd., Somerville
26 Park Sales & Service
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27 Quad Bikes
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SUITABILITY
RATING LEVELS
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Suitable for all types of bicyclists including newer cyclists, cyclists with   '  7   
and/or children.          '
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BEGINNER
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INTERMEDIATE

9         '  7      speed tends to be moderate.
Roadways may have shoulders, bike lanes, or marked shoulders.

ADVANCED
9    7    '                
   /or speeds can be high. Intersections might be complex.

BICYCLE ACCOMODATIONS

Dangerous Intersection

Bicycle Shop
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%''%''%''Roadway marked for bicycles with bike
lane or bike boulevard
''''''''Roadway marked for bicycles with shared
road symbols and/or signage
Recommended bicycle route with no
bicycle markings on roadway

We welcome your feedback as a user of this map to
help us continue to make it better.

Nicole Freedman, Boston Bikes Director
Email: Nicole.Freedman@cityofboston.gov
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www.cityofboston.gov/bikes
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